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A new comprehensive calibration methodology for a population balance model (PBM)
is presented using experimental size distribution data obtained on-line during ﬂocculation
tests. It was found that the moving-pivot discretization technique should be used to
accurately solve the PBM. A new methodology for grid transformation and volume to
number transformation, based on the sludge concentration and the densities of liquid,
solids, and ﬂocs, is presented. Model ﬁts were performed on four different ﬁtting variables. Volume-based ﬁtting (vol % and D[4, 3]) tends to ﬁt the middle part of both the vol
% and number distribution better than the tails of smaller and larger particle sizes. Severe
underpredictions (up to a factor of 30) of the lower-size classes are observed at steady
state. Number-based ﬁtting [(weighted) number distribution] tends to ﬁt the small-size
classes better, but still underpredicts them by a factor of 2 at steady state. © 2005 American
Institute of Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 51: 1548 –1557, 2005
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Introduction
The activated sludge process is a widely used biological
process in wastewater treatment. It can roughly be divided into
two steps: puriﬁcation of the wastewater and liquid–solid separation. During the ﬁrst step the organic loading [chemical
oxygen demand (COD)] and nutrients (N and P) are, to a
certain extent, removed from the wastewater to meet efﬂuent
standards. This process can occur in a variety of conﬁgurations
combining aerobic, anoxic, and anaerobic zones and has been
thoroughly studied.1 The second step deals with the separation
of the puriﬁed water and the sludge ﬂocs. Compared to the ﬁrst
step, this process is much less understood and is still a frequently occurring bottleneck in the overall performance of the
activated sludge process. Indeed, faulty clariﬁcation results, on
the one hand, in a loss of biomass (which contains nutrients and
COD) by the overﬂow, which deteriorates the efﬂuent quality.
On the other hand, the overall removal efﬁciency of the plant
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deteriorates, given that biomass that is capable of purifying the
incoming wastewater is lost from the system. Because of this
lack of knowledge, simple one-dimensional models are often
used to approximately describe the ﬁnal clariﬁcation step when
attempting to model the entire activated sludge process (puriﬁcation ⫹ separation). More accurate and knowledge-based
models to describe the separation step are needed to achieve
overall model predictions.
Liquid–solid separation in the ﬁnal clariﬁer mainly depends
on clariﬁer hydrodynamics and activated sludge properties.
The former attempts to describe inﬂuences such as inlet construction, tank geometry, bafﬂe location, and loading rate, and
is commonly tackled by means of computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD).2-5 CFD aims at modeling the ﬂuid dynamics of the
clariﬁer by using continuity, momentum, and turbulence equations. This allows prediction of velocity and sludge concentration proﬁles for the complete clariﬁer both in space and time.
Current CFD models, however, do not account for ﬂocculation
of the solids, leading not only to inaccurate predictions of the
sludge concentration proﬁle in the clariﬁer (when compared to
experimental data) but also to inaccurate predictions of the
suspended solids concentration in the efﬂuent, which is one of
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the aims of these models.5 Despite much effort, the activated
sludge ﬂocculation process is still poorly understood and thus
no model is yet available that accurately describes the process.
Flocculation depends not only on ﬂoc properties, such as ﬂoc
size distribution (FSD) and ﬂoc structure (both microbiological
and physical), but also on local ﬂocculation conditions, including shear forces induced by the ﬂow regime, sludge concentration, and ionic strength. Detailed information about the
activated sludge ﬂocculation process needs to be gathered and
included in the CFD model to achieve a good overall description of settling tank performance.
One of the main reasons for the poor understanding of the
activated sludge ﬂocculation process is the difﬁculty of monitoring it on-line. To date, on-line studies dealing with activated
sludge ﬂocculation are rather scarce, compared to their nonbiological counterparts. During the last few decades, different
techniques have been developed that facilitate measurement of
particle size distributions, although all have their drawbacks.6
Alternative measurements such as supernatant turbidity, settling velocity, and sludge volume index (SVI)7-9 have been
applied. However, these variables are unable to describe the
detailed interactions occurring in the activated sludge ﬂocculation process. Other techniques that are able to quickly provide quantitative information about the ﬂocculation process are
light-scattering techniques such as laser rotation and laser-light
diffraction. The ﬁrst technique was successfully applied to
monitor particle aggregation and breakup of inorganic particles
in a shear ﬂow,10 whereas the latter has been applied to characterize the ﬂoc structure.11,12 It can also be applied to monitor
changes in ﬂoc size distribution as ﬂocculation proceeds.9,13
Recently, a laser-diffraction technique was used to provide
the experimental data to which a population balance model
(PBM) was ﬁtted by estimating the aggregation and breakage
parameters of sludge ﬂocs.6,13
The current paper introduces a considerably improved overall methodology to calibrate a PBM for sludge ﬂocculation
based on experimental size distribution data obtained on-line
during ﬂocculation.

Figure 1. Aggregation and breakage dynamics of the
discretized population balance.41

one- or multidimensional. The general format of a one-dimensional PBM is expressed as22,23
⭸
⭸n共 x, t兲
⫹
关Ẋ共 x, t兲n共 x, t兲兴 ⫽ h共 x, t兲
⭸t
⭸x

where x is a property of the individuals, n(x, t) is the numberbased property distribution function (m⫺3), Ẋ(x, t) is the time
derivative of the property x (s⫺1), and h(x, t) is the net aggregation rate (m⫺3 s⫺1). In the application at hand, x is chosen to
be the ﬂoc size (expressed as volume) and thus Eq. 1 describes
the time evolution of the number-based ﬂoc size distribution.
Ẋ(x, t) can be interpreted as the bacterial growth rate. Because
the model will be used to describe rather short ﬂocculation
experiments (max. 14.4E⫹3 s), it can be assumed that no
signiﬁcant growth occurs, allowing omission of the second
term on the left-hand side of Eq. 1. h(x, t) accounts for discontinuous aggregation/breakage processes (Figure 1). It describes
the creation or birth and the disappearance or death of ﬂocs of
a certain size x during an inﬁnitesimal time interval ␦t. Because
both aggregation and breakage can give rise to birth and death
of ﬂocs, h(x, t) consists of four processes: aggregation birth
(AB), aggregation death (AD), breakage birth (BB), and breakage death (BD), illustrated in the following equation
h共 x, t兲 ⫽ h共 x, t兲 agg ⫹ h共x, t兲break ⫽ h共x, t兲AB ⫺ h共x, t兲AD
⫹ h共x, t兲BB ⫺ h共x, t兲BD

The Population Balance Model
The aforementioned activated sludge models and also simple
one-dimensional settling models use a lumped variable to describe the biomass: the activated sludge concentration X. However, to allow for description of processes including interactions between individuals of a population (in this case
ﬂocculation of sludge ﬂocs), another way of describing the
biomass is needed: a so-called segregated model. This type of
model segregates the population (⫽ biomass) into individual
entities (sludge ﬂocs). This approach implies that all individual
properties of the ﬂocs are also segregated and will result in
property distributions instead of a single average quantity for a
certain property. Models describing the time evolution of these
property distributions are commonly known as population balance models and have been successfully applied to describe
processes such as crystallization,14 ﬂocculation of inorganic
dispersed systems,15 polymerization,16 precipitation,17 ﬂotation,18 granulation,19 cell culture dynamics,20 and aerosol dynamics,21 to identify but a few. Depending on the number of
properties being described, a PBM can be categorized as either
AIChE Journal
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(1)
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Aggregation models are often based on the Smoluchowski
model23,24

h共 x, t兲 agg ⫽

1
2

冕

x

␣␤共x ⫺ x⬘, x⬘兲n共x ⫺ x⬘, t兲n共x⬘, t兲dx⬘

0

⫺ n共x, t兲

冕

⬁

␣␤共x, x⬘兲n共 x⬘, t兲dx⬘ (3)

0

where ␤(x, x⬘) (m3 s⫺1) is the collision frequency for particles
of volume x (m3) and x⬘ (m3) and ␣ is the collision efﬁciency.
The former describes the transport of ﬂocs toward one another,
whereas the latter expresses the probability that these collisions
lead to aggregation, taking into account short-range forces such
as van der Waals interaction, electrostatic repulsion, and hydrodynamic interaction. The description of ␤(x ⫺ x⬘, x) used in
this study was taken from15
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 关 x 1/3 ⫹ 共 x ⫺ x⬘兲 1/3兴 3
␤ 共 x ⫺ x⬘, x兲 ⫽ 0.31G

(4)

in which
 ⫽
G

冉冊



1/ 2

(5)

 is the average velocity gradient (s⫺1),  is the kinewhere G
matic viscosity (m2 s⫺1), and  is the average turbulent energy
dissipation rate (m2 s⫺3); ␣ was chosen to be a constant
between 0 and 1. In the latter case, all collisions are considered
to be successful. Other aggregation models are available in
literature.25-27
Breakage models typically have the following format23

h共 x, t兲 break ⫽

冕

⬁

n共x⬘, t兲S共x⬘兲⌫共x兩x⬘兲dx⬘ ⫺ n共x, t兲S共x兲⌫共x兩x⬘兲

x

(6)
where S(x) is the breakage rate of particles of size x (s⫺1); and
⌫(x兩x⬘) is the breakage distribution function, expressing the
probability that a particle of volume x will be formed from the
breakage of a particle with volume x⬘. S(x) was taken from15
S共 x兲 ⫽ Ax a

(7)

where a is a constant (⫽1/3) and A is the breakage rate
coefﬁcient (m⫺1 s⫺1). This expresses that the breakage rate is
proportional to the diameter of the ﬂoc (x is expressed as
volume). When binary breakage into equally sized daughters is
assumed (which was the case in this study), ⌫ ⫽ 2 for successive classes (in the case of a geometric grid with factor of 2).
Other, more complex breakage functions can be found in the
literature.27-30
Equations 1–7 describe the PBM used in this study. As can
be observed from Eqs. 3 and 6, the birth and death terms are
typically integral functions containing n(x, t) in the integrandum, making Eq. 1 a so-called integrodifferential equation.
This type of equation rarely has an analytical solution [depending on the complexity of h(x, t)]. A number of solution methods
have been described.23 When a fast solution is required (such as
parameter estimation, control, PBM in combination with CFD,
and the like), discretization of the population property has
proven to be useful. Moreover, these methods are relatively
easy to implement in simulation platforms that already contain
a numerical integrator. Therefore, other solution methods were
not considered at this stage of the research. The discretization
approach, which has received quite some attention in the literature,29,31-34 divides the property range in a ﬁnite number of
classes (M), transforming the integrodifferential equation into a
set of M ordinary differential equations that can be solved
simultaneously. Several discretization schemes exist, mainly
differing in terms of (1) freedom to choose the discretization
grid and (2) conserved properties (at least two) during the
discretization.35 Kumar and Ramkrishna proposed two general
techniques: the ﬁxed pivot32 and the moving pivot,33 where the
pivot is the representative diameter of a size class. The tech1550

niques are general with respect to grid choice and do not
require reformulation of the algorithm when other properties
need to be conserved, which is the case when using other
methods.31,34
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Materials and Methods
Experimental setup
The experimental data used in this study were obtained from
Biggs and Lant,13 who were the ﬁrst researchers to study the
inﬂuence of mixing intensity and calcium addition on ﬂocculation kinetics on-line. Before the experiments, the sludge ﬂocs
were sonicated to deﬂocculate them into single cells (1E-6 m)
and microcolonies of about 1E-5 m. The sonication time was
chosen in a way so as not to cause signiﬁcant cell lysis. The
sludge was then allowed to reﬂocculate under certain speciﬁc
conditions of mixing intensity and calcium addition and was
circulated through a Mastersizer E (Malvern Instruments,
Malvern, U.K.) to obtain on-line quantitative information about
ﬂoc structure, ﬂoc size distribution (FSD), and their derived
equivalent diameters. The measurement technique is based on
forward laser-light diffraction and has been used by other
researchers.9,11-13,15,36 The sludge ﬂocs are brought in a laser
beam, where they cause forward scattering of the incoming
light. Small particles will scatter the light in the large-angle
range, whereas large particles scatter the light in the smallangle range. Thus, a heterogeneous particle population will
result in a diffraction pattern. This light intensity pattern is
measured by a number of detectors located at different angles.
An optical model (such as Mie or Fraunhofer) is then used to
transform the diffraction pattern into an FSD. The latter is
presented as a volume percentage (vol %) distribution (that is,
the percentage of total solids volume in every size class), but
other descriptive parameters can be derived from it such as
different integral moments and weighted diameters such as the
mass mean diameter (also termed D[4, 3]), deﬁned as the ratio
of the fourth and third moment of the distribution (in its
discrete form)

D关4, 3兴 ⫽

n
⌬F N共d兲 id i4
¥ i⫽1
n
¥ i⫽1
⌬F N共d兲 id i3

(8)

where di represents the diameter of size class i (m) and ⌬FN(d)i
is the number fraction in size class i (⫽Ni/¥ Ni).
The main advantage of this technique is the on-line applicability. Drawbacks of the laser-diffraction method are: (1) the
assumption of sphericity of particles in the optical model, and
(2) the required dilution step (⬍0.2 kg m⫺3) to avoid multiple
scattering because this is not taken into account by the optical
model. The latter is checked by means of the obscuration level,
which should be inside a certain range. So as not to disturb the
sample to be measured by, for instance, a change in ionic
strength, ﬁltered efﬂuent (4.5 E-7 m) should be used for dilution purposes.37 The ﬂow rate to the ﬂow-through cell was
determined in such a way as to minimize shear effects and
pump pulsation inﬂuences and to avoid settling in the tubes (to
approximate isokinetic sampling). A ﬂow rate of 3E-3 kg s⫺1
was selected.13
Vol. 51, No. 5
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Numerical methods
To solve the PBM, two different discretization techniques
were used: the ﬁxed-pivot32 and the moving-pivot techniques,33
both of which allow a free choice of grid. In this discretized
size range only particles of these pivotal sizes exist. However,
aggregation and/or breakage processes give rise to particles of
other, nonexisting sizes. The ﬁxed-pivot technique redistributes
these particles to the adjoining pivots. The number of pivots to
which the particles are redistributed determines the number of
properties that can be conserved by the algorithm. Typically, it
is chosen to redistribute mass and numbers to the two adjoining
pivots. In the moving-pivot case, the pivot is allowed to move
within the boundaries of the class it represents. This establishes
a more accurate algorithm, although it requires additional equations to describe the movement of the pivots. For a more
detailed explanation, the reader is referred to the literature.32,33,35
Both algorithms were implemented in the modeling and
simulation software platform WEST (Hemmis NV, Kortrijk,
Belgium).
Optimizations were conducted using either a least-squares
(LS) or a weighted least-squares (WLS) method38

冘 关 y ⫺ ŷ 共 兲兴
N

J共  兲 ⫽

i

2

i

LS

to be able to solve the discretized set of equations (3) measurement errors and (4) the choice of ﬁtting variable.

Solution method
When calibrating a model using experimental data, it is
important to use a relatively fast solution method (such as
discretization techniques) because many simulations might be
needed. In their work, Biggs and Lant13 used the discretization
technique of Hounslow et al.,31 which is exactly the same as the
ﬁxed-pivot technique when using a geometric grid with factor
2 (such as 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . , E-18 m3) and conserving both
numbers (zeroth moment) and mass (third moment) during the
discretization procedure. Kumar and Ramkrishna,33 however,
compared this ﬁxed-pivot technique with an analytical solution
for a simple PBM and found that it suffers from overpredictions of numbers when large gradients are present in the distribution. To deal with this, they introduced an alternative
technique, the moving pivot, and showed that this technique
gave a much better prediction of the analytical solution, even
for a coarse grid. To conﬁrm this improved accuracy in this
study, the PBM was solved with both techniques, ﬁxed and
moving pivots, using the same parameter set (␣ ⫽ 6.5E-3 and
A ⫽ 201.5 m⫺1 s⫺1). The simulation results are represented as
cumulative oversize numbers (CON)

(9)
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Nj

i, j

n共x⬘, t兲dx⬘

x

where J() is the so-called sum of squared errors (SSE) or
objective function; yi is the experimental variable; ŷ i () is the
model prediction using parameter set ; N is the number of
experimental data points; and 1/ 2i is the weight for measurement i, often taken to be the inverse of the measurement error.
The simplex optimization algorithm39 was used to minimize
J(). If one wants to ﬁt simultaneously to different variables
(experimental data sets), Eqs. 9 and 10, respectively, become

J共  兲 ⫽

冕

⬁

⫺ ŷ i, j共  兲兴 2

WLS

(12)

where m is the number of experimental data sets and Nj is the
number of experimental datapoints of the jth experiment.

to emphasize the predictions of the large ﬂoc size tail and the
zeroth moment (⫽ total number of particles in the system) of
the distribution in one single plot. It can be seen that the
predictions of the ﬁxed pivot starting from the same initial
distribution (Figure 2A) indeed yields a lower zeroth moment
(⫽ total number of ﬂocs) and a larger number of ﬂocs in
larger-size classes (Figure 2B), meaning that the aggregation
has occurred faster compared to that of the moving pivot.
Also, the model solved with the different solution techniques
was ﬁtted to one of the experimental D[4, 3] data sets of Biggs
and Lant13 using the LS objective function (Eq. 9). The resulting parameter values are given in Table 1. It can be observed
that the estimate of parameter ␣ is much lower when the ﬁxed
pivot is used because the technique inherently speeds up the
aggregation. To ﬁt the same data set, the aggregation parameter
␣ must be decreased (by 50%), leading to erroneous parameter
estimates. The difference in A is less pronounced, as was
previously observed by Nopens and Vanrolleghem.35
Corroborating the conclusions by Kumar and Ramkrishna,33
it is therefore advisable to use the moving pivot to solve the
PBM to obtain accurate estimates of ␣ and A.

Data transformation
Results and Discussion
The goal of this work is to introduce a new comprehensive
calibration methodology for PBM using experimentally collected ﬂocculation data. It discusses problems that arise during
a calibration procedure and will inﬂuence the results, such as
(1) the choice of solution method (in this case discretization
methods were used), (2) data transformations that are necessary
AIChE Journal
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Every transformation of experimentally collected data will
unavoidably introduce some error and should be minimized. In
some cases, however, transformations cannot be avoided because of incompatibility of the model and the experimental
data, as was the case in this study.
The raw output of the Mastersizer is a vol % distribution for
a given grid, based on which the number distribution and some
Vol. 51, No. 5
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Figure 3. Comparison of original and recalculated cumulative vol %.

Figure 2. Difference between ﬁxed and moving pivot solutions at (A) t ⴝ 0 and at (B) t ⴝ 2000 s.

summarizing parameters are calculated. On the other hand, the
model is formulated on a number basis and uses a different
grid. Thus, recalculation of the experimental Malvern data is
required to make them compatible with the model grid (geometric with a factor of 2). Moreover, a volume-to-number
conversion is needed to obtain an initial distribution to supply
the model.
Prompted by conclusions reported in the literature,40 Biggs
and Lant13 ﬁtted lognormal distributions to the original raw vol
% distributions. The ﬁts were claimed to be good based on high
correlation coefﬁcients (R2 ⬵ 0.92), although clear deviations
can be observed near the tails of the distribution. This is
illustrated in Figure 3 by comparing the raw cumulative vol %
distribution and the one calculated from the number distribution of Biggs and Lant.13 These lognormal ﬁts allowed interpolation of volume fractions along the entire ﬂoc size range. In

a second step the volume distribution was transformed into a
number distribution, assuming the particles to be spherical.
Fitting the lognormal distributions as an intermediate step
introduced large errors into the number distributions, even
though high values of R2 were obtained. Indeed, small deviations between the lognormal distribution and the experimental
data increase substantially when number distributions are calculated. Biggs41 reported this as a shift in D[4, 3] between that
calculated from the raw data and that calculated from the
transformed number distribution (Figure 4). Such differences
are unacceptable and thus an alternative method is required.
Parameter estimates found by Biggs and Lant13 after ﬁtting the
model to this transformed D[4, 3] data set are reported in Table 1.
First, as an alternative approach to deal with the difference in
the discretization grid, a cumulative vol % distribution is
calculated from the raw distribution. The latter is then interpolated at the pivots of the new grid, resulting in a cumulative
distribution in the new grid and allowing recalculation of the
volume percentage distribution. Figures 3 and 4 show that this
transformation does not alter the raw data.
Second, the incompatibility between the experimental vol %
distributions and the number-based model needs to be solved.
One could argue the need for this transformation and use a

Table 1. Parameter Estimates of Fit on D[4, 3] Using Fixed
and Moving Pivots on the Same Data Set (G ⴝ 19.4 sⴚ1),
and Parameters Found by Biggs and Lant for the Same
Data Set (But Different Transformation)*
Parameter Estimate

␣

A (m⫺1 s⫺1)

Fixed
Moving
Biggs and Lant

6.48E-3
1.36E-2
4.95E-4

202
195
230

*Biggs and Lant.13
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Figure 4. Difference between D[4, 3] based on (1) raw
Mastersizer data, (2) the recalculated number
distribution of Biggs,41 and (3) the new approach.
Vol. 51, No. 5
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volume-based model. However, this has two disadvantages: (1)
it was illustrated before that ﬁtting on volumes is dangerous
because the tails often are under- or overpredicted, introducing
severe errors; (2) the interpretation of the model is less clear
when using a volume-based model. Instead of a number of
particles Ni colliding with a number of particles Nj, a volume of
particles vi will collide with a volume of particles vj, which is
clearly more abstract and no longer compatible with Smoluchowski’s law for aggregation.
The experimental data are expressed as vol % or the ratio
between the ﬂoc volume in class i (Vi) and the total ﬂoc volume
of all classes (Vf), Vi/Vf. The model, on the other hand, is
expressed in number concentrations or the ratio between the
number of particles of class i (Ni) and the total sample volume
(VT), Ni/VT. To convert Vi into Ni, the total ﬂoc volume fraction
Vf /VT is needed.
Kinnear42 derived a ratio (C) between the liquid and solid
mass (ml, ms) within a sludge ﬂoc, based on the heterogeneous
ﬂoc model and the densities of liquid (l), ﬂocs (f), and dry
solids (s)
C⫽

m l  l共  s ⫺  l 兲
⫽
m s  s 共  f ⫺  l兲

(14)

Assuming that a ﬂoc consists of solids and interstitial bound
water, a mass balance can be written as
mf ⫽ ms ⫹ ml

(15)

Combining Eqs. 14 and 15 yields
m f ⫽ 共1 ⫹ C兲m s

(17)

The second factor on the right-hand side of Eq. 17 is in fact
the mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS), which yields the
following expression for the total volume of ﬂocs

s ⫺ l
V f 共1 ⫹ C兲
X
⫽
X⫽
VT
f
 s共  f ⫺  l兲

(18)

where X is the MLSS (kg m⫺3). Equation 18 allows calculation
of the total ﬂoc volume by using the measurements of MLSS
and the ﬂoc, liquid, and dry solids densities. The former is a
straightforward determination in wastewater treatment,
whereas the latter can be obtained by means of density-gradient
pycnometry.42,43 Literature values for f range from 1010 to
1090 kg m⫺3, whereas s ranges from 1200 to 1800 kg m⫺3. As
an example, the total ﬂoc volume for a sludge with X ⫽ 3 kg
m⫺3, and f, l, and s, respectively equal to 1040, 1000, and
1400 kg m⫺3, was found to be 0.0214%. An overview of total
ﬂoc volumes in different ranges of f and s and for MLSS ⫽
3 kg m⫺3 is given in Figure 5. For a ﬁxed f, the total ﬂoc
AIChE Journal

volume increases when s increases. Heavier particles will
cause the ﬂoc to contain more water to conserve the ﬂoc
density, thus causing the ﬂoc to be more voluminous. For a
ﬁxed s, the total ﬂoc volume increases when f decreases. The
latter could be expected, given that a ﬂoc with a smaller density
(but identical solid density) needs to contain more water and
will thus be more voluminous.
At this stage, the volume concentration and thus the number
concentration can be calculated, assuming the ﬂocs to be spherical

冉 冊

(16)

Assuming constant densities for ﬂocs and solids and dividing
by the total sample volume VT, one can rewrite Eq. 16 as

 fV f
 sV s
⫽ 共1 ⫹ C兲
VT
VT

Figure 5. Total ﬂoc volumes calculated for different
ranges of ﬂoc and dry solids densities (X ⴝ 3 g
Lⴚ1).
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6 Vi Vf
Ni
⫽
VT
 d i3 V f V T

(19)

where di is the diameter of a particle in size class i.
The D[4, 3] based on this new distribution exactly matches
the one reported by the Mastersizer based on the raw volume
percentage distribution (Figure 4). The parameter estimates
reported in Table 1 for the ﬁxed and moving pivots were
obtained using this new conversion. Comparing them with the
values found by Biggs and Lant,13 it can be concluded that the
new data conversion results in different parameters. In particular, the value of ␣ is signiﬁcantly higher and seems to be more
realistic than the low value reported by Biggs and Lant.13 This
lower value can be explained by the fact that the system is,
initially, in a more ﬂocculated state and apparently does not
require the same degree of ﬂocculation to reach steady state
(that is, smaller ␣).

Measurement errors
As mentioned earlier, measurement errors can be used in the
WLS optimization procedure to account for the uncertainty of
experimental data. Practically, this means that the discrepancies between model calculations and data with a high degree of
uncertainty are less accounted for in the calculation of the WLS
compared to data that have a lower degree of uncertainty.
In their work, Biggs and Lant13 used only the mass mean
diameter (D[4, 3]) as a ﬁtting variable. Because the error was
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assumed to be the same throughout the entire experiment, it
was not used in a WLS. However, the measurement error value
was used to calculate uncertainty intervals for the measurements to verify whether the model prediction was inside these
intervals.
In this work, number distributions were also used as ﬁtting
variables. Because it is found that the measurement error is not
the same for different size classes it is of interest to determine
measurement errors for each size class. A similar approach
using a repetition of measurements during a pseudo steady state
cannot be applied here because the background ﬂocculation
cannot be quantiﬁed in each size class Ni. Because every FSD
produced by the Mastersizer is determined by using a large
number of measurements (or sweeps), one can assume every
Mastersizer measurement to be a counting of particles in each
size class Ni. Based on this assumption, every single measurement of Ni can be assumed to be multinomially distributed.44
The variance of such a multinomial distribution represents the
measurement error and can be calculated as follows44

冉

 2共N i兲 ⫽ N i 1 ⫺

冊

Ni
N

(20)

where N is the total number of particles measured. This approach allows determination of the measurement errors for all
size classes Ni from one single measurement.

Choice of ﬁtting variable/parameter estimations
Two data sets were adopted from Biggs and Lant13 and used
to calibrate the PBM. They contain data of ﬂocculation experiments at different mixing intensities represented by the aver (19.4 and 37.0 s⫺1). The new approach
age velocity gradient G
based on the constant volume concentration was used for the
conversion of raw vol % distributions to number distributions
(using X ⫽ 3 kg m⫺3, l ⫽ 1000 kg m⫺3, f ⫽ 1040 kg m⫺3,
s ⫽ 1700 kg m⫺3). The PBM was ﬁtted to four different ﬁtting
variables using the entire range of experimental data: (1) volume percentage distributions, (2) D[4, 3], (3) number distributions, and (4) weighted-number distributions. The parameter
estimates of all optimizations are summarized in Table 2.
 ⫽ 19.4 s⫺1) of both
Results of the predictions (for the case G
the volume percentage distribution and the number distribution
after a simulation time of 1920 s are given in Figure 6 for the
 ⫽ 37.0
four optimized cases. Similar results were found for G
s⫺1 (not shown). From the parameter estimates and the predictions of both the volume percentage and the number distribution, it can be seen that the choice of ﬁtting variable is critical.

Figure 6. Comparison of model predictions at t ⴝ 1920 s
of (A) the volume percentage distribution and
(B) the number distribution after the model
was ﬁtted to different ﬁtting variables.

On the other hand, both ﬁts show that the model is not ﬂexible
enough and that the structure of the kernels needs to be investigated, although this is not the focus of the present study.
Fit on vol %/D[4, 3]. At ﬁrst sight, ﬁtting on the volume
percentage distribution yields a fairly good result for the volume percentage distribution (Figure 6A). However, in sharper
detail with respect to the tails of the distribution, it seems that
both the lower and upper tail are underpredicted (Figure 7); the

Table 2. Optimal Values for ␣ and A for Different
Mixing Intensities
Mixing Intensity
G (s⫺1)
19.4

37.0
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Fitting Variable

␣

A
(m⫺1 s⫺1)

J(  )

Vol %
D[4, 3]
Ni
Weighted N i
Vol %
D[4, 3]
Ni
Weighted N i

1.21E-2
1.36E-2
7.3E-3
7.8E-3
8.30E-3
8.10E-3
9.80E-3
7.80E-3

166
195
12
12
260
260
32
18

1336
2712
1.60E⫹19
2.64E⫹10
1926
1958
1.47E⫹19
3.76E⫹10
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Figure 7. Close-up of plot of the small particle tail model
predictions after the model was ﬁtted to different ﬁtting variables.
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reason for this is merely the fact that the frequencies in these
classes are low and will have a smaller contribution to the
objective function [J()] in the LS optimization. For the application under study, the lower tail is of primary interest because
ﬂocs with these diameters will usually end up in the efﬂuent.
When looking at the vol %–ﬁtted model prediction of the
number distribution (Figure 6B), similar conclusions can be
drawn, but they are much more pronounced. The model tries to
predict the middle classes better compared to the lower and
larger end size classes. Here, underpredictions by a factor of
10 –15 occur in the classes with sizes up to 10E-6 m. Parameter
estimates are such that both aggregation and breakage rates are
high. In that case, all particles end up in the middle of the size
range.
Because the D[4, 3] is calculated based on the third and
fourth moments of the distribution, it is volume related. When
ﬁtting the model to D[4, 3] it can thus be expected to give
results similar to those found when ﬁtting on the volume
percentage distribution, an expectation that was conﬁrmed
(Figure 6). However, the underprediction of the lower-end
classes is even more severe (15–30 times). Parameter estimates
are somewhat higher than those found when ﬁtting on volume
percentages (Table 2). Another noteworthy observation is that
the discretized solution technique that was used here and by
Biggs and Lant13 conserves only numbers (zeroth moment) and
mass (third moment). To calculate the D[4, 3] the prediction of
the fourth moment is needed, which is not at all guaranteed to
be conserved. This is another argument why it is dangerous to
use D[4, 3] as a ﬁtting variable.
Fit on Ni /Weighted Ni. When ﬁtting on Ni, the prediction
of the volume percentage distribution is poor. However, from
Figure 7 one can see that the predictions of the lower-size tail
are better compared to ﬁtting either on the volume percentage
distribution or on D[4, 3]. After a closer inspection of the
prediction of the number distribution, similar observations can
be made. Underprediction factors of the lower tail now range
between 1.5 and 2.5, which is still rather high, but already
much better compared to ﬁtting on volume percentage distribution or D[4, 3]. The reason for this is the fact that when
ﬁtting to numbers, the absolute number of ﬂocs in every class
will determine which classes will contribute most to the J().
Because ﬂocs are abundantly present at the lower end of the
size range, these classes are highlighted during the calibration.
To do so, the parameter estimates are decreased by the optimization algorithm. This means that both aggregation and
breakage occur at slower rates. In the application at hand,
gravitational solid–liquid separation, one is mainly interested
in the small ﬂocs that will not settle. This means that a better
prediction of the small-size classes is needed. In this regard, it
is better to ﬁt the current model to the number distribution
instead of the volume distribution because it gives a better
prediction of the classes of interest. It is noted again that this
can be different for other applications. However, the prediction
of the number distribution is still not good because of a lack of
ﬂexibility. The model needs to be improved by using more
appropriate aggregation and breakage kernels, although the
strategy that one would follow to do so might be quite different
depending on the ﬁtting variable.
Finally, when ﬁtting on weighted Ni using the multinomial
approach to calculate the weights, results similar to those of
ﬁtting on Ni were found. However, because the calculated
AIChE Journal
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measurement errors are positively correlated with the absolute
numbers in the size classes, they will be larger for classes
containing large numbers of particles and thus their weights
will be smaller. This results in lower predictions of both
volume percentages and numbers in the lower and middle
ranges. Underpredictions of the lower end size classes range
between 2 and 3.3. Only the parameter estimate for ␣ is slightly
higher, resulting in somewhat faster aggregation, a phenomenon attributed to the fact that the contribution of the lower end
class prediction to the J() is reduced because these measurements are less certain, whereas the contribution of larger
classes to the J() has increased.

Conclusions
A new comprehensive methodology was presented that deals
with problems that arise when calibrating a PBM using experimental data collected on-line during ﬂocculation. Four issues
were discussed: (1) choice of solution method, (2) data transformation, (3) measurement errors, and (4) choice of ﬁtting
variable(s).
It was shown that the ﬁxed-pivot solution method overpredicts both the zeroth moment and the number of ﬂocs in the
large-size class range, in agreement with ﬁndings by Kumar
and Ramkrishna,33 leading to a severe underprediction of the
aggregation parameter ␣ (50%). Therefore, use of the movingpivot technique to solve the PBM is advised.
Data transformation is required to ensure compatibility between experimental data and the model. The calculation of the
volume percentage distribution in the model grid was accomplished by means of calculating the cumulative volume percentage distribution and interpolating at the pivots of the model
grid. A new approach for volume-to-number conversion, based
on a ﬁxed total ﬂoc volume, was presented. The total ﬂoc
volume could be calculated from the sludge concentration (X)
and the densities of liquid (l), solids (s), and ﬂocs (f). The
technique conserved the D[4, 3] of the original distribution.
Finally, the PBM was ﬁtted to four different ﬁtting variables:
(1) volume percentage distribution, (2) D[4, 3], (3) number
distribution, and (4) weighted number distribution. Fitting on
volume-based variables (vol %, D[4, 3]) resulted in good
predictions of the volume percentage distribution. However,
both tails of the distribution are underpredicted. The predictions of the number distribution showed a similar result, but
more pronounced with underpredictions in the lower end up to
a factor of 10 –30. Parameter estimates are quite high, forcing
the particles to move to the middle of the size range. Moreover,
it should also be noted that the fourth moment, which is used
to calculate the D[4, 3], is not conserved by the discretized
solution technique. Fitting on number-related variables (Ni,
weighted Ni) resulted in poor overall predictions of the volume
percentage distribution, although the underpredictions at the
lower end tail were found to be smaller. Again, more pronounced results were found for the predictions of the number
distribution. Underpredictions of the lower end size classes
ranged between 1.5 and 3.3. Parameter estimates correspond to
lower aggregation/breakage rates. For the application at hand,
gravitational solid–liquid separation, it is advised to optimize
the model by means of the number distribution and not volume
distribution, noting that this might be different for other applications.
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Notation
a
A
C
CON(x)
di
D[4, 3]
⌬FN(x)i

G
h(x, t)
J()
ml
ms
n(x, t)
N
Ni
S(x)
t
Vf
Vi
VT
x
Ẋ(x, t)
X

⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽

constant in breakage rate function (⫽1/3)
breakage rate coefﬁcient, m⫺1 s⫺1
ratio between liquid and solid mass
cumulative oversize numbers
diameter of a particle in class i (⫽ pivot diameter), m
mass mean diameter, m
number fraction in size class i
average velocity gradient, s⫺1
net aggregation rate, m⫺3 s⫺1
sum of squared errors
liquid mass, kg
solid mass, kg
property number distribution function, # m⫺3
total number of particles, # m⫺3
number of particles in class i, # m⫺3
breakage rate of particles of size x, s⫺1
time, s
total ﬂoc volume, m3
volume of size class i, m3
total sample volume (solids ⫹ liquid), m3
ﬂoc size expressed in volume, m3
growth rate of property x, s⫺1
activated sludge concentration, kg m⫺3

Greek letters
␣
␤(x ⫺ x⬘, x)

⌫
l
f
s
2(Ni)


⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽

collision efﬁciency
collision frequency for particles of volume, m3 s⫺1
average turbulent energy dissipation rate, m2 s⫺3
breakage distribution function
liquid density, kg m⫺3
ﬂoc density, kg m⫺3
dry solids density, kg m⫺3
variance of number of particles, Ni
kinematic viscosity, m2 s⫺1
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